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An tnquisition taken at Darwin in the Northern Territory, on Monday, I Oth October 1994

through to Friday, 28th October 1994, before me Mr John Lowndes, the Coroner for the

Northern Territory of Australia, as to when and by what means TAKESHI OI(ANO,

AKIHIEO I(A88. TIMOTHY DOUGLAS TINKLATER AND KEITH ALAN PRITCHARD aAME

to their deaths and I find as follows:

PREAMBLE

At about 9.3O am on Tuesday 24th May 1994, a Ferari F40 sports car which was

participating in the Inaugural Cannonball Run tost cantrol when approaching a checkpoint

at Stuart Well, approximately 95 kilometres south of Alice Springs. This loss of contol

resulted in the Fenari colliding with two vehicles parked at the checkpoint. As a result of

the collision both occupants of the Ferari, Akihiro Kabe and Takeshi Okano, were fatatly

injured. The callision also took the lives of two Cannanball marshals at the checkpoint,

Timothy Douglas Linklater and Keith Alan Pritchard, who were killed when endeavouring

to avoid the path of the out of control Fetari. The fatalincident occurred on Day 3 of the

Cannanball Run,

EVENTS LEAD'NG UP TO THE FATAL ACCIDENT ON DAY 3 OF THE CANNONBALL NUN

Mr Adams, Counsel assisfing the Coraner, provided a very helpful narrative which I

propose to adopt, subject to any amendments whieh I consider to be warranted in light of

the evidence ar my evaluation of the evidence. Unless atherwise indicated or to the extent

that it is qualified the evidence of various witnesses that forms part of the following

narrative is accepted, and where accepted constitutes appropriate findings af fact.

Constable lan Park was on duty at the intersection of the Stuart Highway and the Atice
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her concern about the safety of the manoeuvre was "what if there had been a car coming

the other way around the corner".

.'.'

t do not consider that the overtaking manoeuvre deicribed bY Mr Karger was necessarilY

unsafe. Mr Karger's evidence is largety impressionistic. 19 any event he gives no estimate

of the distanee between the porsche and the Range Rovd'i whei the Feffari overtook the

Porsche. Furthermore, Mrs Karger does not conoborate her husband in relation to the

presence of the Range Rover.

Mr peter Kimber was a flag marsha! for the Cannanhitl dun whose position wasiust before

a corner which led onto the commencement of the tay-by upon which the checkpoint in

question was placed. He was in position by about 8.OO am but, when he had been there

for about half an hour, Mr Fraser, in the initiat pace car, asked him to move up the road

a further 6o0 to goo metres. Mr Kmber described this position as being right at the end

of a 2 kilometre straight section and the commencement of a sweeping right hand bend'

He was wearing an officialmarshatling uniform comprising a blue shirt with yellow s/eeves

and red cap. His flag was the same as att marshalling flags, yellow about 6OO millimetres

square.

About 3O minutes after being asked to move he heard the sound of approaching vehicles

which he believed to be same of the Cannonball entries. Looking in that direction, the first

vehicle he saw was a white sedan. A moment later, he saw the Ferrari F4A being driven

by Mr Kabe behind the sedan. lt was difficutt fo assess how close the vehicles were but

the impression he got was that it was possibty only a few ear lengths. Both vehicles were

stilt about a kilametre away from him. He says that at this point he stood on the left side

of the road and put his flag out and held the materialtaut so that he could be elearly seen.

llt may be noted here that this was, according to the instruetions for flag marshals, a

reguirement for a vehicle to stop rather than to praceed with caution). He considered that

both the vehicles were travelling at high speed, somewhere between 16o to 2Oo kph with

the Ferrari appearing to gain stightty on the white car. At one point it seemed that the

Ferrari moved slightly to rts right as if to commence an overtaking manoeuvre, but it

returned into the left lane. When the vehicles were about 2OO metres aw{y, the Feffari

appeared to be very close to the rear of the white car with both vehicles appearing ta be

travelling at high speed, possibty about l6o kph. At this stage, Mr Kimber rockid the flag
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up and down to attract the attention of the drivers, but they did not appear to be slowing.
When they came to about 50 metres from him he again saw the Ferrari pull out slightty as

if it were about to overtake, but it drifted bac! into the left:lane. There was no obvious

sign of either vehicle slowing down. Moments later both vehicles passed him and he could

see tt at the two cars were only about 7 or 2 metres apart. The Fetari was stightly out
to the rlght of the white car with the right side of thb perhri on the broken centre lines.

He thought, again, that the Ferrari was about to overtake the white car, but it moved back

to the left. Both cars drove through the corner viithilut any apparent reduction in speed.

Mr Kimber noticed that iust prior to the tay-byThe"front end of the Ferari appeared to dip

down and turn in towards the check point area. tts speed appeared to have slawed

slightly, hut he would have put it still at some where between l4O kph to 160 kph. As
the Ferrari entered the area it went out of control, rotating anti-clockwise. He saw the

Ferrari drift side on into the gravel verge and towards the Cherakee. He saw someone run"

from the rear of the Cherokee (which was parked at the checkpoint) towards its front, but

was unable to identify this person. Next moment there was a cloud of dust, and he could

hear the sound of vehicles colliding. As he looked back along the straight at this point he

realised a white Porsche was approaching, and he franticalty waved his ftag to attract ihe

driver's attention. The Porsche drove past and onta the check point area. Mr Kimber then

ran back atong the straight a further 3OO to 4OO metres so that he could give earlier

warning to other vehicles of the hazard caused by the collision and, in that next 15

minutes, several ather vehicles arived. Atthough Mr Kimber could not positively identify

the white car he saw in front of the Ferari. it is clear that it was the white Lexeen being

driven by Mr Castaldi.

Mr Kimber gave evidence at the inguest. lt is clear that his level of certainty about the

speed that the vehicles were going when they passed him (ie 16O to 2OO kphl was very

much an impression. ln the order of 1 to 1O, with 1 not heing very confident and 1O being

completely certain, he placed his level of certainty at about 5 or 6. He noticed that the

Ferrari, as it came up to the rear of the Commodore had to reduce speed, 'otherwise he

would have gone under the rear of it'. His opinion was that at that position the view of

the driver of the Ferrari of the lay-by would not have been obscured by the white car nor

was there any reason why he could nat have seen himsetf (ie Mr Kimber) and his flag. As

to generaltraffic, he had seen about 6 civilian cars passing him heading south in the period
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of approximatety I hour that he had been in position before the white car followed by the

Ferrari appeared. He said that the main traffic on the road was heading towards Alice

Springs. There were one or two heavy vehicleSr trucks or bUses, and one or two

caravans. However, he was not taking particular nbtice af the density or nature af the

traffic. Mr Kimber did have some experience of speed, 
"f,h" 

had raced on motor cycles

for many years and was a keen motor sports enthusiast'

After carefulty evaluating Mr Kimber's evidence, t coniidei his assessm ent of the speeds

of the vehicles to be fairly reliable.

Mr Kimber described the ge,neral environment as flat country, and said that from his

position he could see the yellow ftags inside the traffic cones on the lay'hy- However,.Mt

Kimber thought that the Ferrari may not have been able to see the checkpoint from where

he himself was standing'

tt is very much to the point that Mr Kmber would have in all probability had a view of the

scene from a somewhat higher position than Mr Kabe sitting befiind the wheel af a low

slung vehicle like the Fercari.

Mr Kimber did not notice any brake tights an the Ferari but eonceded that theY may have

been on and he faited ta notice them. He described the mavement of the Ferrari into the

tay-by as being "more sudden than gradual', having entered the lay'by area from the

highway. He thought that the Feffari was doing about 14O kph when it moved into the

lay-by.

Mr Adrian Todd had arranged to fly Mr Witliam Yan and Mr McCafferty along the highway

so that they coutd see the &nnonbatl Run from the air and for that purpose piloted a

Cessna 2IO which took off fram Alice Springs Airport at about 8.45 am. He found the

lead vehicles 4o to 5o kitometres from Alice springs. The white Porsche was ahead of the

Ferrari by about I kilometre. He thought it was travelling at about 18O kph, possiblY

slower, This estimate has to considered with considerable caution since the Cessna was

cruising at about 32O kph and had to reduce speed to pace the Porsche; moreover'.this

speed was well below the average that Mr Wallis, the Porsche's navigator, had calculated

as necessa ry for them to-.clean sheet' the section. Mr Todd estimated the Ferrbri's speed
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at about 2OO kph (that is, about 1O% higher than the Porsche's) and it took about 3 to 4
minutes to catch up to the Porsche, overtaking it, with the Porsche slawing slightty by
perhaps 2O kilometres an hour. These vehicla,q. maintained this pasition for about 3O to

4O kilometres. About 'f O kilometres north of JitrT's Plaee, where there is a sweeping right-

hand bend, he noticed the Ferrari for na apparent reason suddenly reduce speed down to

about t 2.O to 13O kitometres an ftour. The PorschL':'appeared to do the same but then

overtook the Ferari. The Ferrari then followed the Porsche a couple of car lengths behind

until both vehicles had negotiated the bend. At thiS'point, the Ferari oveftook the Porsche

quite guickly but once it taak the lead it slowed to about 16O to 18O kilometres an hour,

and the Parsche dropped back to a positian abott &O to 5OO metres behind. The Porsche

was going about t 6a kilometres an hour at this stage, possibly less. The Ferari, he

thought, was still travelting at about 18O kilometres an hour. At this point Mr Todd was

able to see that the check point was about 2 kilometres ahead of the Ferrari. At a point

that Mr Todd estimated to have been about 1 kilometre from the checkpoint the Fetari
'drove up behind a white sedan (described as a Commodore but in alt probability

Mr Castaldi's Lexcen) which was travelling at a speed of about 120 to t 3O kilometres an

hour. Mr Todd saw the Fetari mano€OVre out to its right a couple of times as if to
overtake, but it did nat da so. lt was about 1 car's length behind. 8y the time the Ferari

got to the lay-by, Mr Todd thought the speed had reduced slightly probably to about IOO

kph. The Lexcen continued to travelon the highway but the Ferrari veered off to the left

and commenced to enter the checkpoint, at what he estimated to be 8O kph. He then saw

its rear end start to stide as the vehicle yawed. tt left the checkpoint area, and returned

onto the highway but continued to yaw, moving left and then sliding towards the two

parked vehicles at the checkpoint. He saw the Ferari hit tlre $wheel drive vehicle and

then dust was thrown up into the air, and he tost sight of the crash.

Mr McCatterty's first sight of the two vehicles was about 5O kilometres south of Alice

Springs with the red Ferrari leading the Porsche. He said that at aboat the 87 kilometres

point he saw the Ferarislow down, and heard the Porsche request permission on the radio

to overtake. The Porsche then overtook the Ferrari and a short time later, after the

vehicles had cleared what he described as a 'left sweeping bend", he saw the Ferrari

overtake the Porsche. Mr McCafferty saw Mr Castaldi's car ahead of the Ferari just at

the staft of the control point. He saw the Ferari veer left sharply into the lay-by area. As

it-straightened up he noticed that the tail snapped towards the left, and his general

:
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description of the Ferrari's behaviour is much the same as that of Mr Todd's.

Mr Wiltiam yan was alsa in the aircraft taking photbgraphs. His fecollection of first seeing

the vehicles u/as that the Porsche was in front of'the Ferari by about 3 to I kilometres

at a point about 20 to 30 kilometres towards Alice Sprilgs from Jim's Place. He thought

the Ferrari was going around 2OO to 25A kilometres an h'our, {aining on the Porsche' He

says that they had been following the vehicles for about 5 minutes when the Feffari

caught up to the porsche. He noted that there wii'"nbt any other traffic on the road

except a bus travelling up towards Alice Springs. After the bus had gone past the Porsche
.*

the Ferrari caught up to it and overtook, gradually pulting away from the Porsche. The

porsche kept up and about 2OO to 3OO metres separated the cars for the next 5 to 1O

kilometres untit the start of the bend coming into Jim's Place. Before the corner to Jim's

place he saw a person waving a yettow ftag on the side of the road. This was probably

one of the marshals at Mr portlock's position. Mr Yan said titat the Ferrari slawed guickly'

possibly dropping down to 8O kph to lOO kph. The Porsche did not slaw down quite so

mttch, and caught up to the Ferrari on the corner and, when the road straightened out,

overtook the Ferrari and putted away. The Porsche was seveTal lOO metres in front of the

Ferrari when the Ferari accelerated again and, after the teft hand corner at the end of the

straight after Jim's Place, caught up ta the Porsche, and passed it on the next straight- At

this point the cars were probably doing about 2OO kitometres an hour. lt is noted that this

estimate is similar to those of Mr Kahlbetzer and Mr Watlis. After the Ferrari passed the

porsche it putted away a small distance probably lOO metres or so. The cars started to

go through lef.t and then right corners teading to the straight on which the checkpoint was

Iocated. As the Ferrari came out of the tast corner which led onto the straight into the

checkpoint the Ferrari caught up with a white car which he thought was a Commodore,

but which we know now to be Mr Castaldi's Lexcen. As the Ferrari caught up to this

vehicle it slowed very quickty to about 8O kilometres an hour, moving slightly to the right

hand side af the tane atthough there was no attempt to avertake. The Fenari pulled to the

teft to manoeuvre into the checkpoint, its brake tights came on, and its speed was

noticeably slowing. tt moved to go into the lay-by and slid to the left from the rear, ove?

corrected, stid onto the main highway with the rear end crossing over into the opposite

lane bs Mr yan recalls iil before slewing off the teft-hand side of the raad inta the parked

cars.
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Mr Yan gave evidence at the inguest. His recottection was that the c/osesf distance

between the Ferrari and the Lexcen was, at one paint, probably 3 to 4 feet but this was

for less than a second. The Ferrari caught righ.!.up to the bad< of the car and than dropped

hack again. He thought that the Ferrari was within 2 car lengths af the Lexcen prabably

for the length of the straight coming up to the checkpoint. This distance was around 2OO

metres., He described the movement of the Ferrari 6nto the tay-by as "reasonahly sharp".

Mr Paul Castaldi, a keen motor car enthusiast, travelted to Alice Springs with a number of

friends intending to see part of the Cannonball Run. They journeyed ahead of the field

with a copy of the route instructions balled by him 'Pace Notes'J obtained from a

competitor. Accordingly, Mr Castaldi was aware af the position of the first checkpoint at

the end of the first competitive section for that day's run. He said that when he first

became aware of the marshals he slowed his vehicle from about l40 kilometres per hour

to about 12A kph as suggestdd in the route instructions. lt seems that the marshals to

which Mr Castaldi refered were those with Mr Portlock. He appraached what he

described as a sweeping right-hand bend just prior to the checkpoint when he noticed

headlights in the rear vision mirrar, approaching fast. He saw approaching from behind a

ied Ferrari and the Porsche. The Fetari was gaining very guickly and obviousty hbd not

slowed. He estimated its speed at about 2OO kilometres an hour. He then accelerated to

clear the checkpoint area. He says that the Ferari came within 5O to I OO metres of the

rear of ltis car, but did not appear to slow at all for the checkpoint. lt seems that

Mr Castaldi did not actually notice the Ferrari drive into the lay-by. He said that he had

cleared the checkpoint area when he noticed that the Ferrari appeared to be out of control,

and travelling sideways along the bitumen.

It appears from the photograph {Exhibit 4) that Mr Castaldi's vehicle could not have been

any more than half way along the lay-by at the time the Ferari actually turned left into it,

having regard ta the fact that he was still opposite the lay-by area on the highway when

the Ferrari was in the position marked by Senior constable Potts at abaut I 5O metres along

the length of the lay-by.

Mr Clifford Stanley, a passenger in Mr Castaldi's car confirms in general terms

Mr Castatdi's account. He says that when they saw the checkpoint the vehicle slowed to

about 6O kph with the intention of stogping to watch the cars, and that when they were

13"



"1OO metres pa.st the check point Paul noticed the approach of the Ferrari and said

something like 'Christ this things coming too fast'and...accelerated, and I turned around

bnd) t saw a big cloud of dust, there had obviously:been a major iotlision". ln this context

the term 'checkpoint" in Mr Stanley's statement ii in att probabitities a reference to the

commencement of the lay-by. On this account, Mr CaFlaldi accelerated after they had

passed that.point and were about half-way down thE tay-6y. This appears to be

inconsistent with Mr Castaldi's recollection. lt is somewhat difficult to distil from

Mr Castaldi's evidence the point at which he acceteraditd'tb ctearthe checkpoint; however,

it appears that he accelerated at or shortly before the commencement of the lay'by.

Also a passenger in the vehicte was Mr Leonard Edmond whose description, although

general. broadty speaking is cansistent with that of the other persons in the vehicle.

However, it tacks any real details, especially as to how close the Ferrari got to the Lexcen.

Mr David Yule, the fourth passenger in the vehicle, said that they were driving to the

checkpoint at a sgeed of about l4O kph, slowing to 120 kph at a point about 6 kilometres

beforg the checkpoint, saying that this was consrstent with the route nofes. ClearlY this

was a mis-reading of those instructions, Mr Yule did not, however, observe the Ferrari

coming up behind, although he recalls Mr Castaldi saying something like 'here they come"

b reference to the Cannonball Run field) just as they negotiated a sweeping right-hand

bend immediatety prior to the checkpoint. As they proceeded he heard Mr Castatdi say

something like 'Christ look at this thing', and recalled Mr Castaldi accelenting to clearthe

checkpoint area. Mr Yule looked round and saw a big cloud of dust in the area of the

eheckpoint.

Mr Castaldi gave evidence at the inguest. His recollection, at that time, was that as he

approached the bend at which he first saw marshals prior to the checkpoint blthough this

is clearly an erar; it was sometime later than the bend where the group of marshals with

Mr Porttock were positioned, he saw the fiights of the Fenari behind about 5O to IOO

metres away. The Ferrari was accelerating relative to his speed, and he believed it was

going at about 2OO kilometres an hour. He also could see the white Porsche behind the

Ferrari. He estimated that he first saw the Ferrari about half a kilametre from the

checkpoint, but he was at that sfage unable to see the checkpoint. He saw the marshal

waving the ftag from about half a kilometre away. He estimated his speed at'this point-
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to be about 14a kibmetres an hour. He thought when he got to the marshal that the
Ferrari was somewhere between 2OA and 4OO metres behind. He categorically denied Mr
Kimher's evidence that at this point the Fenari.;was within a 6ar length or so for some time
and then within a metre to a metre and a hatf cif the Lexcen. Mr Castatdi said that on the
straight he was accelerating, and he believed that the Fetari was about 5O metes behind
when hg.looked into the rear vision mirror. He commdnced io accelerate as he came round
the bend.

!., .. 
f

Mr Castatdi's evidence as to the distance between his Lexcen and the Ferrari is in conflict
with the evidence of every othereye wntaess hs"regaras that aspect the preponderance

of evidence is against Mr Castaldi's estimate of the distance between his vehicle and
Ferrari; and I do not accept Mr Castatdi's estimate as reliable in the circumstances. t
consider that it is more likely than not that Mr Castaldi was mistaken (and reasonabty so)

on the aspec-t of distances. He would have been preoccupied with driving his vehicle, and
that would have been his primary focus. His viewing of the Ferari would have in atl
probability been secondary, and probably pieeemeal.

It is true to say that the other occupants of the Lexcen may not have been simitarty
preoccupied to Mr Castaldi. Hawever, the evidence of Mr Kmber and other eye wrfnesses
as ta distance between the Ferrari and the Lexcen is ta be prefered as tl?ose wr?resses
were in positions external to the Lexcen, and made their observations from entirety
different perspectives to that of Mr Castaldi and the other accupants of the Lexcen. Mr
Kimber and others had a panoramic view af things, and I consider their evidence to be

more reliable than the evidence given by Mr Castatdi and the other oceupants of the

Lexcen. Putting to one side the unreliability af Mr Castaldi's estimate as to distances, Mr
Castaldi's estimates of speed appear to be , broadly.speaking, in line with Mr Kimber's

estimates.

Mr Eruce Waltis was the navigator of the white Porsche being driven by Mr John
Kahlbeder. This vehicle was the second to start on the morning of the third day, foltowing

one minute after the Ferari. At about 5O kilometres ad of Atice Springs the Ferari
slowed down and, following permission to overtake being sought and granted, the porsche

overtook it. About 81 kilometres from Aliee Springs the Ferari overtook the Porsche. At
the 87.3 kilometres mark there was a tight right-hand sryeeping bend ahd the Fetari
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decreased speed to approximately 80 kph. The road was clear so the Porsche oveftook

it after the bend. Shortly after, the Ferrari was behind the Porsche again. Mr Wallis and

Mr Kahlbetzer realised that they weie in the shut+lown zone anA redueed speed ta 120

kph and, whitst doing this, the Ferrari overtook tnei. Just after this point Mr Wallis could

see the laV-by. He estimated that the Ferari was travelling between 2OA and 22O kph.

ft commenced to brake, entered the tay-by lane, and losi'contiot.

Mr Wattis gave evidenee at the inquest and expanAea inii bccount. He recalled that it was

necessary for them to average a touch over 2O9 kilometres an hour in the derestricted

zane in order to arrive at the cheekpoint withoui pinalty. He says that theY had no

difficulty in maintaining this speed. From time to time, after having been detained by

another car going somewhat slowly, it was necessary for them to go faster then the

average in order to maintain it. In one section of the road they got up ta about 24O or 245

kilsmetres an hour. At th; paint where the Ferari overtook the Porsche the road,

according to Mr Wallis, was oa reatly exceptionatly good road". He believed that the

Porsche was doing 24O to 245 kph when the Ferrari went past, perhaps going another 2a

or 3A kph, and maintaining that speed as it pulled away. This was abaut 2O or 3O

kilometres after the porsche had initiaily overtaken the Ferrari. The Ferrari slowed down

after the 87.3 kilometres mark just past a couple of ftag marshals (obviously Mr Portlock's

group), slowing'to about 8O kph. At this point, Mr Wattis helieved that his vehicle was

close to being on time. They were 'not wanting to be slowed up any mare." The Ferrari,

however, caught up to the Porsche at something more than a kilometres before what is

described an the route notes as the shut-down point at 94.3 kilometres- The Ferrari

overtook the parsche as it was coming dawn from about 2l O kph to the I 2O kph reouired

for the shut-dawn speed. Mr Wallis's view was that, as the Porsche was an time, it may

well be that the Feffari was behind time because it had commenced about a minute before

at Alice Springs. Mr wallis recalted that the Ferrari was stilt pulling away after overtaking

when he (Mr wattid saw the tay-by. He thought that the Ferrari driver had seen it a split

second before and he noticed his brake lights eoming on at that point. Mr wallis had only

a hazy recollection of seeing Mr Castaldi's white car'

Atthough Mr wallis,s statement suggested that the accident occurred abaut 9-33, it is

important ta note that he was working off a stop-watch, not a clock. He distinctly recalled

that his vehicte came in abaut 3O seconds under time'
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Mr wallis was of the view that Mr Kabe aqd Mr okano were lost at the 87 kitometres mark
and believed that the marshals who were there to caution drivers about the tight sght-hand
bend were warning of the imminent checkpoint which wai, however, ahout another 7

kilometres further on. Although Mr Kahtbeaer ihought that the Ferrari was going a! about
lOO to l2O kph when breaking commenced and_he entered the !ay-by, Mr Wallis's

recollections was that the Porsche was just backing off froni 2OO kilometres an hour when

the Ferrari avertook, going much more guickly, and it was only very shartly after that he

commenced to brake and entered the tay-by. Thei{Was no doubt in Mr Wallis's mind that
the Ferrai was going "much too fast" for entry into the control point. Mr Waltis described

what happened as fallows:-

Well it passed us. He pulled in and went just over the stight crest. We saw the

finish, his brake lights came on and he appeared to be decelerating quite hard and

hi hadn't been slowing down for alt that tong and he stuned to move ta the teft and
he got into the loose stones area.

Mr Wallis did not recall the Ferrari swerving off to the left suddenly hut there was

nevertheless a specifib change of direetion to the left and, when the Ferrari was on the tay-

by it commenced to slew sideways. Mr Wallis's view was that there was stilt enough

room for the Ferrari and that, if he had eontinued to slow in a straight tine along the
highway, he could have pulled up without a problem before the checkpoint.

Mr John Kahlbetzer was the driver of the white Porsche. His account of the journey

between Alice Springs and the first checkpoint by and large confirms that of Mr Waltis.

He reealls that as his Porsche came to the shut-down and decelerated to about l2O
kilometres an hour the Ferari passed at about 2OO kitometres an haur. tt almost

immediately started to brake. Mr Kahlbetzet supposed the driver of the Ferari had seen

the eontrol point. He said that he saw a 'grey sedan' on the road ahead, He saw the

Ferrari enter the lay-by, slew, re-enter the highway, and 'nearly hit the car in front'.
Mr Kahlbetzer thought that the Ferrari moved to the right lane when the tail swung out,

and the vehicle yawed into the marshalling area and hit the verge. Shortty after it hit the

vehicles. He estimated the speed at impact at approximately laO to l2O kgh. He fett that
although the accident was caused by driver eror the risk of it occurring woutd have been

reduced if there had heen a clear indication of the shut-down zones by the use of signs,
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and a better surface on the lay-by lane.

tn his evidence Mr Kahlbetzer was unable to recalltha.actuatavera{e speed required in the

derestricted zone to 'clean sheet" this eompetitive'section but recalled that it was in

excess of 2oo kph. He said, however, that he generally tried, whenever there were

suitable conditjons, to drive at a speed somewhat aboit the "average in case af car

problems or tfaffic was encountered, or there was some other circumstance that might

slow their journey. ln those sections, he said they wirii doing around 22O to 23A dus

kph. Mr Kahtbetzer was quite positive that he only overtook the Ferrari twice' His

recollection of the second occasion was that the tio iehicles had slowed down for the

corner which had been indicated by the flag marshals, but the Fetari had slowed down

more to 8O kitometres an hour. There was a doubte yellow line at this point so he had to

wait to overtake the Feffari, but as soo'? as they could they did so after radio

communication. lt was whilst the porsche was overtaking the Ferrari that it actually pulled

over onto the side of the road. Mr KahtbeAer thought that some words spoken on the

radio by Mr Akano at this time, which he had not understood, may have been "checkpoint'

checkpoint,, a realisation which he came to after discussion with Mr Watlis at the end of

the day,s run. He thought that iust befare overtaking. the Porsche was down to about 6O

to 70 kph. He then accelerated to 23O kph, possibtY even a little more. until the point iust

before the rise which comes into the checkpoint when he commenced to slow down to

get to a speed which was appropriate for the checkpoint. lt was in this position' about

hatf a kilometre before the commencement of the lay-by, that the Ferrari overtook the

porsche. Mr Kahlbetzer thought that the speed that the Porsche was actuallY going at the

point of avertaking was about I 6O kph to 18O kph because the Parsche had commenced

to slow down, atthough Mr Kahlbetzer had not then applied the brakes' He estimated that

the Ferrari, which was coming up behind very quickly and had overtaken very quickly,

coutd have been going between 23O kph ta 24O kph. onCe the vehicle got to the rise he

saw the brake 1ights go on and continue on allthe way to the deviation off the road onto

the lav-by.

As to the Lexcen, Mr Kahlbetzer's first impression was that he noticed it first about 5O

metres or sa in front of the Ferrari at the point when the Feffari went onto the lay-by'

However, from matters that he later discovercd he thought that the vehicle must, in fact,

have been somewhat closer ta the Feffari or else have been virtually stationery on the
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road. Mr Kahlbetzer's recollection is inftuenced by the fact that moments after the Ferrari

touched the lay-by he had thought that it was going to crash into the Lexcen. He

reasoned that either that vehicle was much closer to the Feirari than his first impre.ssion

of 5O metres or else it must have been going ixtremely slowty, because the Ferrari was

probably going about 16O kph when it hit the lay-by, *a"nd at the point of impact he thought

it was going about IOO to 12O kph.

ln my opinion Mr Kahlbetzer's estimate of the spditii bf the Ferrari should be accepted as

a reliable indication of the vehicle's speed. Mr Kahlbeder had first hand knowledge of how

fast the Ferrari was travelling at the time it oreiloo* his vehicle, and he was watching the

Ferrari travelting in front of him after the overtaking manoeuvre. Furthermore,

Mr Kahlbetzer's estimate uras consistent with the estimations of other eye witnesses.

Mr Kahlbetzer concluded that the Ferari was doing a minimum of l4O kph wien it hit the

lay-by, however he preferred to estimate the Ferari's speed at that point at about 16O

kph. ln his opinion both 1 60 kph and ?4O kph were too fast for the lay-by.

Mr Kahlbetzer said that he relied mainly on the route notes and the physical terain for the

purpose of determining the position of the shut-down zone. He said that he did see signs

and flag marshals but 'in mast instances they were very difficult to see and, in my

opinion, were inadeguate'. As it happened he did not recallseeing the sign that indicated

the lay-by itself.

At the stage where the Porsche avertook the Ferrari, as fhe latter vehicle slowed right

down because of the apparent eror as to the position of the checkpoint, Mr Kahlbetzer

and Mr Wallis were of the view that there was a potential problem with time so far as

arrival at the checkpoint without loss of poinfs r4las concemed. He said -

'We thought we still had 2O seconds up our sleeve but obviously if he kept going

at 60 kilometres and we couldn't overtake l'd say that there was and there were

a couple af caravans coming the other way when we hit the broken line or

whatever, that 2O seconds would have been very guickly disappeared. So we

asked him to hurry up. As it turned out, he didn't but we had the broken yellow

line which was clear and at 230 or whatever speed it was we would'have arrived

f
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easily within ou time limit".

POST - ACCIDENT RESPONSE ,'

As part of the coronial investigation a number of statements were taken in relation to the

post accident response. Those statements which foffqqd part of Exhibit 1 included the

fottowing:

(I ) The statement of John lgino Kahtbetzer who ia,i bne of the first on the scene and,

amongst other things, had putted the driver from the Ferrari, and assisted in giving medical

attentian to the navigator

(2) The statement of Bruce Robert Wallis who also assisfed at the accident scene

(g) The statement of Peter Ronald Kimber who was instrumental in alerting other

Cannonball Run traffic as to the accident

Ht The statement of Paut castaldi who offered assistance at the scene

H The statement of Ctifford Stanley Simpson who also offered assistance at the

accident scene

@ The statement of Norhert otaf Tenthy sergeant af Police, who responded to the

accident cal! and requested the attendance of ambulance and fire rescue seruices.

He was involved in general activities of liaison and co-ordination at the accident

scel,e

n The Statement of lst c/ass Constable Denise Montgomery who applied first aid to

Mr Okano.

& Record of lnteruiew between Senior Constabte Potts and Allan Moffat who was also

in attendance at the accident scene

lg Record of lnterview between Senior Constabte Potts and Susan McCure who was

also at the scene of the accident
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i (f O) Record of lnterview between Senior Constable potts and James Conquest who was

also in attendance at the accident scene

(11) The Statement af Martin Patrick Taohey, ctinicat nurse speciatist who assisted in
removing Mr Okano from the Ferari and administered him first aid

* 
,,,

(12) The Statement of Joseph Alexander Cordaro, medical practitioner, who also

attended the scene. The doctor assisfecfia attempting to resuscitate Mr Okano.

The doctor examined an oriental male, how known to be Mr Kabe, and found him

to be deceased. He also examined two"Wftfte males officials and found them to be

also deceased. The doctor, along with Dr Wharton, later pronounced Mr Okano

dead.

(l g The Statement of Dr Kay Wharton who was also in attEndance at the scene of the
' accident, and assisted in the attempt to resuscitate Mr Okano

(14) The Statement of Anthony Scott Oxford, paramedic, who also assisted at the scene

fl 5l The Statement of Michae! John Walker, paramedic, who was also in attendance at
the scene of the accident and offered assistance

(l A The Statement of Peter Matthew Lane, a Senior Constable of police, who assisted

the medical team

{t 7J The Statement of Police Officer, Craig Michaet Trezise, who hetped to control traffic

at the accident scene

(18t The Statement of John William Townsend, fire station officer, who assisted in the

rescue operation

After carefully reading the above materiat I am satisfied as to the following matters:

{l ) that there was an adeguate response to the accident bV all cancerned

- .t
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(2)

t3)

that the accident scene was properly controlled and traffic appropriately diverted

from the scene and

that medical and paramedic personnel and others at the sbene did all they could to

assist the four persons involved in the acciient'

Senior Constabte potts is attached to the Accident lnvestigation lJnit. and was the officer

in charge of the investigation into the fatal collision in the cannonball Run on 24 May

1gg4. The Senior Constable had prepared a report to the Coroner which formed part of

Exhibit I in the coronial proceedings.

At pages I g-l g of his Report Senior Constabte Potts undertook the following

reeonstruction of the accident:

. ,As Kabe approached the checkpoinTTie drove up closely behind a Toyota Lexcen

sedan which was preparing to pass the checkpoint area. Moments later Kabe

braked heavily and veered sharply to his teft and into the checkpoint area. Almost

instantaneously the Ferari side stipped to the teft. Kabe endeavoured to apply

steering correction to tlre left however too much was applied. This over coffectian

resulted in the Ferrari undergoing a rapid weight transference to the right- This has

resulted in the Ferrari moving off the checkpoint and out onto the Stuart Highway,

the Ferrari now side slipping to its right'

ance on the stuart Highway, Kabe utsuccessfuttY'attempted to controlthe Ferrari,

which by now was in a total broadside and on a collision traiectory for a Jeep

Cherakee parked at the gravel verge at the far end af the checkpoint' The

Cherokee was parked at 9Oo to the checkpoint, the rear of the vehicle c/osesr to

the checkPo:int.

Parked paraltelto the Cherokee and on the drivers side of the vehicle was a Holden

commodore sedan. The rear of this vehicle was also c/osesf to the checkpoint'

These vehicles were approximately 3-5 metres apart'

(f )
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At the time the Ferari entered the checkpoint area, two Cannonball officiats,

Timothy Linklater and Keith Pritchard were positioned near to a table set up at the

rear of the Ctterokee. lt is a possibitity that both weri seated at this time. Atso in

the area of the table were two Japane'se media representatives waiting ta take

photographs of some of the Cannonball competitors as they entered the checkpoint.
-,." 

.+

Realising the Ferrari was out of control, Pritchard waved his arms about frantically

trying to direct the Ferari away from theii'td*ation. Moments later, and realising

the Ferrari was travelling towards them, Linklater and Pritchard began to run

towards the Cherokee and Holden.

Linklater ran to a position that ptaced him on the left side of the Cherokee near to

the rear axle. Pritchard ran to a position between the Cherokee and the Holden near

to the rear axle of the Holden-

The Ferrari by this point in time commenced its primary impact with the Cherokee.

The rear right side of the Ferrari came into contact with the Cherskee in the area

of the rear axle. Linklater was trapped between both vehicles at this time, death

resulting from injuries he sustained.

As the Ferrari impacted with the Cherokee. it is believed that Okano tried to lean

away from the passengers door which in turn caused his head to tilt towards Kabe.

As the impact took place, both Kabe and Okano were accelerated rapidly to their

right. Their bodies being restrained by full racing harnesses anly permitted their

head and necks to move to the right. This mavement resulted in Kabe and Okano

clashing heads, which in tum caused injuries culminating in their death.

The impact between the Fenari and the Cherokee caused both vehicles ta rotate

in a clock-wise direction, the Fenari rotating more rapidly than the Cherokee.

The impact between the Fenariand the Cherokee also caused the right side of the

Cherokee to lift off the ground, a height of O.57 metres. Whilst stilloff the ground,

the right front side of the Cherokee impacted with the front left side of the Holden

sedan. lt was during this impact that Pritchard was trapped between both vehicles,

.Y
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sustaining injuries that culminated in this death.

The impact between the Cherokee and ttte Hotden hai resulted in the Holden

rotating in a clockwise direction. lt was duing this rotation that a third and final

impact has taken place. This impact involves the Fetari and the Holden- The

Ferrari at this point in the collision has rotated ai\und fhe front of the Cherokee'

ln its new pasition, the front right hand corner of the Feffari collided with the front

left corner of the Hotden. These body areas rdmaln in cantact as all three vehicle

now come to a stoq.' ---

Also part of Exhibit I was a statement made by senior canstable Patts in relation to his -l

investigation into the accident. Annexed to that statement was 'A Speed Caleulations and :'

Collision Reconstruction." The first section of that document deatt with the establishment

of co-efficient of friction. The co-efficient af friction values were to be found as follows:

(d CariagewaY O.598

U CheckPoint 0-532

Pages 3-7 of the document are a extracted as follows:

,The sideways centripetal force that accelerates a car towards the inside of a curve

to make it turn a eorner or follow a curved path, is produced bY friction between

the tyres and the roadway. The eentrifugal force tending to make the car follow

a straight line is produced by its speed, weight and the radius of the curve its

eentre of mass foltows. tf the centrifugal force is greater than the centriPetatforce,

the car witt stan to sidestip and wil! not follow the curved path intended- The point

where centrifugal force iust equals the centripetal foree is known as the point of

critical speed. As a result, a physica! relatianship'can be derived to compute this

critical speed. The eguation is derived from circular motion and is also used in the

design of curves in road design.

To enable an estimate of speed from yaw, the investigator must have the following

information:'

a) confirmation that the marks on the roadway are Yaw marks.

b) The path the marks from which the radius of the cuNe followed by the

vehicle can be found'
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forewarning where probabty it would be unadvisable to start contemplating it. But

I don't know if that was the actual concept of the route instructions as a safetY

issue. That was only a guide. lt wasn't meant for that. rBut I wasn't guite sure

if that - if that was - should've been more of dn issue that was meant for the route

instructions for these sorts of competitors
'1/

One thing that t did - one rssue I did took at was perhaps Mr Kabe may've been a

tittle bit confused and when we actually cdrrt€, up to the ' came up to the

checkpoint, there were two distinct right-hand sweepers, and that's quite visible

in the photograph - exhibit 5, t think it was, b tlte last right-hand bend iust leading

anto the checkpoint. That wasn't on the route instruction* The only other details

that are on here were some 2 and a half kilometres or so from the checkpoi.nt,

which is two teft-hand sweepers. So one thing I did contemplate was perhaps if

he,s looking for the checkpoint, he's got a linle bit of distance there to try and hunt

for the checkpoint itself, because there's no information on the sheet to actualty

tel! him where it is, bar the actual final mileage. There's no 'what I'm getting at

. there is there's no actaal land features to note there ta assr.sf him.'

It was put to Constable Potts whether prior to the right-hand bend he obserued any signs

indicating the upcoming checkpoint. His response vvas as follows:

't did recalltlre presence of a white sign. t didn't actually read it because I was

concentrating more on where people were. There were several palice officers

walking around. I can remember seeing Mr Kmber who by that stage had moved

up closer tawards the checkpoint. There was also another police officer directing

right near the entrance to the checkpoint trying to keep traffic out of it, and when ,'

I arrived t actually parked my car right at the entrance there. And I can only recall,

vaguely recall, a white sign being up against one of those white posf$, probablY

about 4O or 50 metres prior to that point there''

8y that ,point there' he meant the 'oo' point on the survey plan.

At page 24g of the Transcript after making observatiors as to the critieal speed being 86

kph, the witness said that there would be a difference between a shallow approach and

u



Mr McVean agreed that in order to determine whether or not to use flying finishes ore sets
up ltypotheses and asks what is the safest way to deat with the matter.

Mr'McVean told the Court:

'We didn't look at that particular control point'with a view to doing a flying finish

at all. We had determined that our mode of bringing cars into a control point was

the way we did it. We then set about putting,in train the safety procedures that

we believed needed to be done to make our decision safe.' ?

Mr Mcvean agreed that there were all types l, )ro"r, one needed to deal with when

deciding what type of finish would be used (for eg a vehicle is running late appraaching

a checkpoint, a vehicle is going in excess of 2OO kph or the q1h-e1 ve-hlclgs.o-n the road

possibly d-istractine the vehicle approaching the checkpointl.

Mr McVean agreed that a ftying finis{does not require a driver to effect a change of
direction. He alsa agreed that a driver does not have to change his speed until after he is

th'rough the timing point. He also agreed that once the vehicle had passed the timing

point, there was no need to limit the point at which the vehicle came to a stop.

Mr McVean stated that consistency was an important consideration, He said: '...for us

to have a flying finish in the middle of Katherine or in the middle of Mataranka. we just

considered was totally iresponsible'. He agreed that the middle of town d1g!-nOlhave to

be chasen as the finish goint. Mr McVean added: 'But in towns we had the added

advantage of it being an obviaus shutdown zone.'

Mr McVean agreed that where vehicles are required to change direction or stop or slow

down going very fast, that was where the risks to safety increased.

Mr McVean was asked his view as to the kind of considerations that militated against

having a flying finish at the point in guestion. He said: 'my recollection of flying finishes

is that they reguire more people' {ie more officialsl. He added:

'A flying finish doesn't necessarily have, we thought, the advantage af - that we
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provided of a flag marshal; it relies more heavily on signage and - and it's - it's an

indefinite number. On some of them you see up to 4, 5 officials, and for - for that

reason in addition to the athers, was one of those that we went awaY from the

ftying mile but tthink that the-- Theflyingfinish;butttteprimaryreasonwasthe

one of consistency, that we were wanting to stop in some towns and that we felt

that the.slowing to 12O to 6O down to 5 were the-sbfety precautions we needed

to put in. and we had been through this with CAMS, and the rssue of ftying finish

was nevet raised from the first meeting to put thdse people through control points-

They asserted to us that their normal way of doing it was a flying finish and would

we consider, and we did, but the iss{re with'CATvlS of a flying finish waE never

raised from that daY to now.'

Mr McVean stated that he did not believe that had there been a ftying ,:r* at tne

checkpoint, the four deaths might not have occurred.

Mr McVean was asked if in retation to the subject checkpoint he had concerns aboat

resources. He said: 'lf we needed more people we would have asked for more people.'

Mr McVean said that he could not tlrink of any other matter that he had not raised which

mititated against a flying finish at the suhiect checkpaint.

Mr McVean was asked whether he had discussed with the members of the steering

committee the issue of whether there should be a ftying finish or whether there should be

a different kind of finish. He stated: 'lt would g! have been the matter of direct

discussion because that was a matter for the 293r€91s.'

Mr McVean totd the Court that the times set for the competitive stages were based on the

times that it took Mr Moffat 'to run the road' in a category 2 vehicle. He said 'Moffat

would sit on what he considered to be safe speeds in a category 2 car''

Mr McVean said that he had no difficulty in doing the Alice springs to stuaft well section

in the ?et time of 3.4 and a half minutes, He said that he did not exceed 228 kph. He said

that he averaged about 198 kPh.
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effect, particularly with cars of varying makes and models. And the problem we
were facing with the event we were ptanning was that - that the scope of the cars
ranged from '69 up to the current model. Some pepte had changed tyre sizes,

some people had changed dif ratios, and all of those things affect a perfect

odometer reading. a

,.t .

Mr McVean agreed that on Day 3 of the route instructions there was no mention of the

right-hand sweeper prior to the control point. s' i' ,

Mr McVean was asked whether there was any diffe?ence in the uniform wom by marshals

showing people that they were coming to a check point to the unifarm worn by marshals

cautioning drivers af hazardous locations. He gave the following evidence:

"Yes we had - w€had some bibs made from a - an orange reflective-type material
' and generally if you were a flag marshal at a spot other than a control point you

wore Your civvies, and then over the top of that you had our supplied bib, like a

main roads workerc; that was orange and it had a - the word marshal across it,
' 

spett incorrectly. "

Mr McVean said that Mr Takahashi did not speak to him at the evening briefing on day 2

seeking clarification of the term 'verge of the road.' He stated that he was not present

when Mr Takahashi was told 'lt's very hard to find the control point so watch out.'

Mr McVean was asked why it was that at the Aileron checkpoint there were 4 shut-down

zones and only one at Stuart Well. He was unable to give a reason. ,7 
]

a&

Mr McVean was asked whether he considered putting up signs identifying the control point

some time prior to affival at a control point. He stated:

'We believed - considered it - it may have been considered, I can't say that it was

and then reject it, but the things that we would've considered was not only the sign

but was the flag marshaland the - the road notes as the general sequence that we

were following. But I can't say that we've looked at it and then rejected it, no.'
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It was suggested that each control point be equipped with a high density dome light,

mounted on a 3 metres high folding tripod, and powered from the controllers car battery.

Mr McVean did not believe that was considered. :..

ln response to a guestian as fo what deviees, if any, t\l Mr Fraser's vehicle ( the pace

car) had alefting the public to the fact that the Cannohball Run was in progress, Mr

McVean gave the following evidence:

"lt was a Nissan 3OAZX, it drove with its headlights on, it was distinctively signed

with 'pace car' across the windscreen, and\t dias his practice, as it was mine, ta

on-coming traffic, to btink the headtights. On the back of it which was - for the

benefit of competitors, it had a series of three lights. One was a green, one was :

an amber, one was a red. They could be activated from inside the car. Green

meant to the competitors foltoiing that the road ahead is clear and you may pass,
' 

the amber light meant, dan't pass under any circumstances, and the red meant, you

must stop.....lt was his jab to stay ahead of the field, conect yes. There was also

. a police car on each norning that left ahead of the field and genenlly stayed in the

top five or six cars. '{ ( 
*'h t* t d *".= r {' "1 ?

Mr McVean totd the Court that the run was accornpanied by stewards from Cams. One

of the functions of those stewards was to ensure that the event comptied with the Cams'

requirements. Mr McVean said that at no time prior to the aecident did any of the

stewards raise with him the rssue of flying finishes. He said that none of the stewards

made any camplaint relating to the failure of panicipants to wear helmets.

Mr McVean said that he received no complaint or comment from any of the stewards to

the effect that the event was not being run in accordance with Cams requirements.

Mr McVean totd the Court that there were 13 potice vehicles accampanying the event.

ln addition there were 3l official vehicles.

Mr McVean gave evidence of approaches he had made to raad transport users. He stated:

'We had had several discussions with the Road Hauliers Association anil the bus
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this day' believe he is mistaken on that comprehension. we are not a1
mathematicians. &ut what he did counsel me about was, 'you don't need people
in the 2Oo strata and, on that advice, |.,!,ater, in consultation with my associates,
we taoked at what were the times we were doing. But it was not an average, it
was simply pulling back, in Tim's mind, Mr Schenken's mind, this ittusion that we
were going to be, to put it candidly, closer Ie 3OO than we were going to be at
ioo."

gl rr 
.,

Mr Moffat said that it was agreed that the letter of Srd March would not be replied to and
"a bit more selling was needed in Melbourne, He spoke to Mr Schenken in Melbourne. Mr
Moffat saw more need for him ta explain what the event was about.

Mr Moffat said that he was never a party to discussions with Cams on the issue of
'whether there should be a stop finish or a flying finish.

Mr Moffat appeared to agree that there was a time when it was proposed to have the
t4ute instructions contain maximum speeds. He said that it was possible that that
proposal was current as at March 1994.

Mr Moffat agreed that reading the road survey would convey the impression that it was
proposed to have event - imposed speed limits at particular places. Mr Moffat gave the
following evidence:

'We were asking for it. We were also asking for ftag marshals on points. I can
recall this now in my mind, that one of the dangers to safety, one af the
precautions that we tried to put in ptace - we did.n't try to put in place, we did put
in ptace 'was this problem where people that would be on a given stretch of road
for many. many minutes, half hours at a time, and the tendency to say, ,oh, ho

hum, there's nothing really there. lgot down the road so far. l'm okay-' and there

is tendency, subconsciously, not to lift your foot. And wherever I experienced a

corner that was testing of any nature, I was super - erred on the cautious side, let's
have eitherflags or, at a minimum, the notes and the suggested speed.'

Mr Moffat seemed to agree that the route instructions did not refer to speeds at alt except
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in retation to shutdown zones, and except in relation to restricted areas where there were

speed limits imposed by the law. He said:

"The competitors were aware that if marshali were on the road they weren't there

standing in the sun for their health. they were giu:ng them a guide to a potential

cautious, be a little bit more cautious'd 'i '

Mr Maffat agreed that the specifications of a time to thnplete a special section did not

specify either explicitly or implicitly any maximum speed, except on the days when there

was an event imposed speed limit for the day. HE sdid that occuffed on the first day

between Darwin and Katherine and on the trip back. There was a trial event-imposed

speed limit of 180 kph. When asked why a limit was imposed on the first day, Mr Moffat

stated:

"lt was imposed because as organisers we had the benefit of hindsight before the

event. By that I mean, in the non-glibbed fashion, we had done a number of

surveys. We were aware of the relatively twisty nature of the road hetween

Darwin and Katherine, vis-a-vis what coutd be expected on the following days. We

were also aware that people were coming up to a very strange never'hefore event

and as part of our hridle - if I can continue to use the term, which I wouldn't like

outside the caurt, for the benefit of future advertisements ' it was a way of

controlling peaple's introduction to the event. No car on the field was supposed

ta be doing mofe than 180 on the first day from the Darwin wharf to the Katherine

Shawgrounds.'

As to why a similar limit was not imposed on other secftons he Said:

.There was no need to be as severe, knowing the nature of the highway from

Katherine South.'

The limit on the return trip was brought in because of the accident. Mr Moffat stated:

.The accident scared everybody, Mr Moffat said that there was no connection between

the speed limit imposed and his perception of the cause of the accident. Amongst the

factors that lead to the timit being impased were: the fact that on daY one such a limit
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had been set, that in the circumstances the limit was a responsible thing to do, and the
perception that it was necessary to show that the organisers were 'well and truly under
control.'

:..

As to any reason why a speed limit of 180 kph could not have been imposed on the

second and third days of the Run, Mr Moffat said: ".i

'Well, in proportion to the application of thatexact number being the number, 18O,

for the first day, based an the twisting nature, a strong percentage of the raad

between Darwin and Katherine being of atwkting nature. Certainly from Katherine

south on day 2 and then from Alice Springs on the third day, twisting wouldn't be

description of the roads at all. And that number taken in-taking the road

environment into place, could quite easily have - well, would have almost - it would

have been logical for it to be a higher number.

Wel!, one af the overiding parameters of the whole event was that peopte woutd

run at a speed that was comfortable to them.'

Mr Moffat said that he had never cansidered the alternative of having a ftying finish to a

stop finish.

It was put ta Mr Moffat that had there been a flying finish so that Mr Kabe would not have

had to deviate off the highway to have his time recorded, the accident would not have

happened. Mr Moffat's reply was as follows:

'tt's possible to say that this exact accident wauldn't have happened, but aur fear

was that coming into an area where a lot of people were - rtzi r.s an the overall

event - a lot af people would be congregating to see fhe actian of the event. We

didn't want people tearing into the townships where we were stopping where we

had the benefit of the IOO kilametres to the 80 kilometrcs, superintendent's radar

police and then a nice pull-off. Admittedly, here at Stuart River we were out in the

open but, in principle, the concept of a flying finish was not adopted for the reasons

l've said, that yau can still have an out-of-control situation where the bloke is

beating that tast second to get to that point, and then in a shorter distance - and
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we've had att sorts of evidence of peopte saying that You can't have a cool-down

of a mile, it has to be within about l OO yards, I believe Mr Nichol's said, for

communication points. That was too dicey fg,r our way of eonceiving the event to

unfold. "

Mr Moffat sfre.ssed that consistency was important, and if ftying finishes were to be

adopted, ttzey had to appty everywhere. He seemed to be saying that there were no

practicalreasons why flying finishes could not be univefsal.

Mr Moffat was asked whether with the benefit of hiridsi$ht, there was anything significant

that he would wish to have changed in terms of the organisation of the Run. He said:

,l think, without a shadow of a doubt, we would take a leaf out of the

conversations regarding prior - better prior training and would prabably specify a '

a funnel of participation that you went through, some very serious regimentation

which was much more than getting handed a Iicence and a, 'Well, we'll see how

. you go in a few years time', we want to know n7w that YOu had some - more - I

wilt make the comment, you cannot teach someane how to drive, you can only

inform them the best way in wttich they should go about trying to protect

themse/yes. tt is one of the things you learn. It's like Qetting on a bicycle, if you

can remember that; you got gut on and sort of thrown down the highwaY, and You

eithq stayed on or you didn't. Driving a car is very much the same- Ane of the

things that did camfort me from the very beginning was that the calibre of people

that we were attracting were, first of all, could afford to come, a nat an

insignificant factor. They had wondertu! machines that they were very proud of,

and surely, maybe, I believed, incorrectly, but I did believe theY had a strong setse

of self-preseruation- But in hindsight and in answer to Your question, I believe that

mosl significant suggestion to any future event could be a strongeL very much

stonger regimen of pre-diagnosis, if you like''

Mr Moffat said that the Targa Tasmania guidetines in terms of the driving experience of

entrants 'sounded very good.

As to other matters for improvement he stated:
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"The other taken in that context, Your Worship, not wishing to pre-empt what
you'd say, if You are asking me for my opinion on how we would enhance a future
event, it's very clear that we need ,or:.aircraft in tfie air. We need a AWACS
type of plane where the radio communications between the superintendent and the

organisatian could be improved - by that. ! mean that we would be able to bounce

off that beam that a other plane or some detipe. satellite device, had in it. The

superintendent was very much more comforted when he had the plane in the air

on the way back. lt would help monitor"an( make any serious rules that the

organisers were putting in place, would give it much more bite, that the eompetitors

would believe that they might be able to be seen fram the air a lot more. And given

the superb job that the Department of Transport and Works have already done,

there's nathing like having done something well; you just go on doing it better. I
can't see that more resources of manpower to increase the presence along the

highway, even if there wasn't a side road, where it was just a comfort vehicles for

' the competitors going by, that they woutd know that if they had engine trouble or

broke down or even had a flat tyre, 'Yeah, well, look, it's only two kitometres back

ta that last truck we saw parked by th*side of the road'. lf they sat there and did
' nothing but just waved to the competitors, I would think that would be a

camforting and smart move. I would instigate a medicalreport, that all competitors

would have to instigate a medical report.'

When asked whether he would vary downwards the average maximum speeds, Mr Moffat
gave the following evidence:

'l couldn't answer that specifically at the moment. I would want to drive the route

manY more times to familiarise myself with better topographical features, l'm sure

there are - everything along the route can be improved with mare time spent on it.'

He said that he could not give a determination at the moment an the use of flying finishes.

Mr Moffat gave the following additianal evidence as to why a maximum speed limit was

not imposed on days 2 and 3 of the Run:

i
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"yes, there was and that detiberate decision was based on the fact that the ' the

highway either was of, if t can put it in quotes, 'no concern'- lt was so open as to

be an area where a maximum imposition was.hot necessary, but if - if I can bring

you to my comments where I was saying the-whole concept of the event was ta

bridte the fietd and the then average speed was meant - not - a tittle bit more than

a guide, you - yau had to achieve that, and you ilOsn't go too fast or You were

penalised double paints. so the thought of someone iust leaving a control and foot

to the floor and then parking it somewhere didh"t'come into anyone's thinking'

They were all very aware that it was double points if you came in too early. There

was no point in going ftat out if You had the &pdc6y to do that' I might add there

were very few cars that had anY capacitY to go flat out'"

Mr Moffat told the court that Mr Fraser',s pace car left l5 tO 2O minutes before the speciat

section commenced. He said that there were 4 more pAce Cars' There were 3 cars

interspersed through the run, with one coming up behind'

Mr Maffat was asked why he took the helmets from the Ferrari, He replied: 'l didn't want

them to be souvenired.'

The faltowing evidence was elicited from Mr Moffat during cross'examination.

Mr Moffat did not agree that it would be desirable in future such events to have flying

finishes. He said that for the reasons that lead Racecage to run the event the way it did.

He recapitulated his reasons as follows:

.One of the things that hasn't been totd to you about the flying finish is that that's

a euphemism for a term that shoutd be more accurately stated as a 'flat'out finish'.

It's also a development from the ratty code that gave that tYpe of motor sport a

windaw of excitement where geople could expect to see something happen,

because of the nature of driving around in the forests and mountains and things of

that nature around the world where these events happen. The ' the finish was

always a very big dealto put it mildly, and there is a little bit of Hollywood involved

in this type of suggested FIA flying finish'
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Because we had ptanned the event to take advantage of the gas srops along the
track, along the highway, to essentially stop where there was timited civilisation in
the Northern Territory, and ! don't say th7.t in a demeaning way, I mean where there

was actually a truck stop or a little store and a petrol station. lt wasn't our plan

to have people aniving in that enviranment in an unrestricted fashion. It was our
plan to use the - the slow-down process thit.was given to us by the rule of the

roiad. ie, the t AO sign, the 8O sign. Superintendent's cars that were a very reat

threat to the competitors ta slow down un&r.radar - the shutdown zone - and pull

in to a stop. What alsa added to the significance of doing it that way, the whole

concept af this type of finish is you have your competitors trying to eke out last

millionth of a second on their times. We set in a three minute window. ln rally

terms that's a light-year of difference - a light-year. lt would be - we would've.been

accused of, you know, just kindergarten stuff compared to the way, the

professionalism, that these fellows operate with their splits right down to a
' millionth of a second. And they are moving at that point. They have two people

that are expected to stand close to that point to get the actual click, and then the

additional people that are expected ta 10 be in control when the car physically

sfops within - the document actually says, couple of hundred yards. t would like

You ta picture that scenario with the number of people that were crowding around

our finish areas-'

Mr Moffat did not agree at all with the suggestion that Mr Kabe was confused as to his

location.

Mr Moffat believed that the route instructions were sufficiently detailed to meet the

varying intelligence of competitors.

Mr Moffat was sure that the fact that a flag marshal was warning of a shutdown zone

had been communicated to competitots during briefing sessrbns. He agreed that the route

instructions did not indicate the whercabouts of marshals.

Mr Moffat told the Court that had he been in Mr Fraser's car on the morning in guestion

he would have posted Mr Kimber in the shutdown zone.
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Mr Moffat totd the Court that it was he wha had made the decision not to require the

wearing of safety helmets during the special sections. He said that one of the reasons for

that decision was his view that once people donned sefety helmets theY might consider

themselves somehow in racing mode. Mr Moffat gave the following basis for that view:

"AIl my, career, and there are those that would argu|;tbut certainly not anyone that

knows me personally, that I was a very sane and normal person prior to any racing

event. The procedures I adopted in getting inte"the car, belting mYself in, and

putting the helmet on and famitiarising myself with the office, so to speak,

transformed my zeal to do the iob that was-reguired, and I use the word

'transformed'. lt gave me a feeling of comfort, just the extra tightening of the belt,

putting on the gloves and fastening my helmet, gave me the courage to go on and

do what I had to do. I didn't want that kind of - which I freely admit came

naturally, !'m only analysing with the benefit of now being retired, that this was

' taking place, I didn't want ordinary peaple who had never even. perhaps ever had

a helmet on in their life have this wave of extra gualities come over them' and feel

.that they were then racers. The whole concept behind the Cannonball event by the

directors and staff of Racecage was always to keep it a controlled motorsport

event,

The comfort that that device gave me as a racer, as a professional race driver,

allowed me ta take a car to its absolute limit. There is no way we wanted anybody

in the Cannonbalt Run on the limit, overall, for 4OOO kilometres. I can also add to

ane of the factars very strong in my mind, and I doubt whether many participants

in the court would have any difficutty having seen television pictures of drivers

getting out of their cars after a stint, looking very much akin to these pylons here,

totally blistered, totatly red, totally wom out, totalty hat. And the wearing of a

hetmet for long periods at a time was a very very tough iob' They're heavy, your

head slarfs to sway. lf you put the 1O top race drivers in this room todaY and did

a neck muscle test on them you would be amazed at how strong their necks are

compared to any other facet of their bodV'
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However' for reasons that wil! soon become apparent Mr Kabe's exeessive speed so clase
to and on the shutdown zone fails to adequatety exptain the accident.

.;.. :

The oresence of the vehicle driven bv Mr Castaldi.

A mare difficult r.ssue to resolve is the significance of the presenee of the vehiele driven

by Mr Castaldi as a contributory factor in the accidint. 1i

Where the evidence of Mr Castaldi in relation to tle groximity of his vehicle to the Ferrari

conflicts with the evidence of Mr Wallis, Mr Kahlbetzer Mr Kimber and other eye witnesses

I prefer the evidence of those witnesses. Tlnt resolution of the evidentiary conflict
necessarily means that the Ferrari was travelling much closer to the Lexcen both prior to
and at the point of Mr Kabe's manoeuvre into the lay&y and as he skidded out of the lay-

by than as Mr Castaldi would have the situation.

As to the possible significance of Mr Castaldi's vehicle, Mr Kernan gave the fottowing

evidence at page 355 of the Transcipt in response to guestions put to him:

'(AJ You talked about factors that must be taken into account that may contribute to
the accident...and you included the presence of other vehicles. I was suggesting

to you that the presence of the Lexcen really relates to the speed of the Fetari,
which was the main factor in this accident?

Well, it - it'lt influence the speed af the Fetari and it will also influence driver

behaviour.

How will it influence driver behaviour?

Well, therc arc a series of events occuning as the Ferrari approaches the

checkpoint. He is on a curue. He has just overtaken the Parsche some distance

back. He possibly knows there is a checkpoint coming up. So he has a few things

to think about. We've estabtished that perhaps his sight distance rsr't as good as

the traditional car, so therefore there are other factors, behavioural factors,

influencing the driver with his actions.
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rc) And the mere presence of a vehicle, whether yott're tailgating it or not. but the

mere presence of a vehicle right in front of you is a fact that a driver must take into

account---

tA) yes...the gap between the vehicles that is normally considered an acceptable gap

far tra,ffic engineers would be a two secand grp,'rt d a two second gap at...let's

say 1O0 kph is a distance of about 5O metres. ! wautd think if he was travelling

anYthing less than two second gap awaY from"the vehicle in front' he would be

most aware of the vehicle.

It seems certain from the evidence of Mr wallis, Mr Kahlbetzer and Mr Kimber that the

Ferrari was travelling much closer to the Lexcen than 5O metres when it deviated into the

lav-by.

Mr Moffat was of the opinion that as shown in the photograph (Exhibit 4) the Lexcen was

only about I g to 2O metres away from the Ferrari. He added that the two vehicles maY

have been much closer a second or so before the phatogmph was taken.

Allowing for parallax error, Mr Kiernan, relying upon the white road marking, put the two

vehicles heing about 3O metres apart.

I am satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the presence of the Lexcen plaYed a

significant part in the circum.sfarces that caused the accident. That is clearly supported

by Mr Moffat's evidence, to whose experience as a driver par excellence I defer. Mr

Moffat considered that the significance of the Lexcen to the accident inereases the closer

the Lexcen is to the Ferrari. Mr Moffat stated that as a driver, if there is a car in front of

you, your awareness is heightened to the extent that if Mr Kabe was close to the Lexcen,

he would be watching the back humper bar of the Lexcen, and in light of that distraction

could wel! miss the checkpoint. Having preferred the evidence of Mr Kimber' Mr wallis

and Mr Kahlbetzer over the evidence of Mr Castatdi and other r,yirnesses that tend to

support Mr Castadti's I accept that when the two vehicles passed Mr Kimber the Ferrari

was following the Lexcen within a metre or two. That finding of fact combined with Mr

Moffat's evidence teads to the inevitable conclusion that the Lexcen was a clear distraction

toMrKabeasheapproachedthecheckpointattheendofthespecialsectionfromAlice
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Springs to Stuart Well. I consider that the Lexcen. which was directly travelling in front
of the Ferrari, absorbed most of Mr Kabe's concentration as he manoeuvred the Ferrari as

thoush to overtake the Lexcen ry_?yls:? !,!:r,g.,!::!ry! :j/e9!!fusy:!lg:*r!!:, s?I".-
thrf*-o".gcg-g!-aqt: In all prabability Mr Kabe's prerceupation with the Lexcen distracted him

to such an extent that he failed to see the,flag marshat signalling the shut down zane, and

accounts, .for Mr Kabe not seeing the checkpoint uniit he manoeuvred the Ferari to the

right of the Lexcen on the bend approaching the checkpoint, when he presumably sighted

the checkpoint. The fact that the Ferrari was law ta,the ground meant that Mr Kabe's

sight distance from inside the Ferrari uras less than in traditional vehicles which stand

higher off the ground; and that circumstance"coupled with the close proximity of the

Lexcen to the Ferari lends additional weight to the distraction-eguation.

Both counsel for the Northern Tenitory Government and R.gcgcagse!:yf9g ll llwn p!?y

the relevance of the plgsence ctf the Lexcen to the accident.

Mr Riley, who appeared on behalf of the Northern Territory Govemment, submitted that

the Lexcen had no part to play irraccident other than the coincidence of it being nearby

at the relevant time. However. that conclusion is based an an ungualified acceptance of
Mr Castaldi's evidence and the evidence of passengers in the Lexcen. But for the reasons

previously given the evidence of Mr Kimber and others is to be greferred. Mr Riley

submitted that whether or not Mr Kabe was preaccupied with driving, and even if he might

have been distracted by the Lexcen, the lay-by must have been clearly visible to Mr Okano

whose iob it was to keep a laokout. He submitted that the Lexcen should not have

distracted Mr Qkano. I have some difficalty in accepting that proposition. The Ferari was

a left hand drive vehicle which placed Mr Okano on the right hand side of the vehicle.

Given Mr Okano's position in the vehicle coupled with the proximity of the Lexcen to the

Ferrari, which was a much lower slung vehicle, it is likely that Mr Okano wauld have been

distracted by the Lexcen to some extent, thereby hindering the early transmission of

information in relation to the lay-by from navigator to driver. Mr Moffat's suggestion that

Mr Kabe applied the brakes and swerved ta the left after being informed af the check point

is entirely consistent with Mr Kabe and Mr Okano being so distracted by the Lexcen that

they failed to see the lay-by untilthe moment the Ferrari apparently attempted to overtake

the Lexcen on the bend leading onto the lav'by.
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Finally, Mr Riley submitted that "at its highest the presence of this Lexcen added another

factor requiring the attention of Mr Kabe." He asserted that the Lexcen "did not have any

direct causative role in the accident. " However, ,the very fact that the Lexcen added

another factor requiring the attention of Mr Kabe, and apparently was alsa a source of

distraction to Mr Okano, goes a substantial waY towards explaining both the speed at

which and th,e manner in which the Ferrari attempted to" ent", the lay-by.

Mr Waters, who appeared for Racecage, submitted tlwt"the presence af the Lexcen can

not plausibty be put forward as btocking the view of both Mr Okano and Mr Kabe of the

ftag marshal, the signs, or the check point. He base3 tltbt conclusion upon the apparently

momentary close proximity of the Lexcen to the Ferrari iust after the negotiation of the
r i f i

_)'gentte iignt nund sweeper before the check point. He claimed that at best the Lexcen
r-- 

r€lSF€

glayed a passive role. First, the conclusion is based upon a false premise. On the

eviddnce accepted by the Court the Ferrari had been travelling in close proximity to the

Lexcen for a considerabty longer period and over a substantially greater distanee- Mr

Waters conceded that the Lexcen may have ptayed a passive role. But that is the very

significance of the presence of the Lexcen. tt has never been suggested that Mr Castaldi

was in any way responsible for the accident. The Lexcen played a passive role in that it

presented a distraction to Mr Kabe as he approached the checkpoint at the end of the

special section.

The significance of the Lexcen was manifold:

(1) lt presented a real distraction to both Mr Kabe and Mr Okano as their Ferrari

approached the checkpoint such they did not become aware of the location of the

checkpoint untit the Ferari manoeuvred to the right for the final time, presumably to

overtake the Lexcen.

l4 The distraction posed by the Lexcen accounted for the Feffari's apparentlY

excessiye speed in the shutdown zone and near the commencement of the lay'by- /l rs

clear that wften the Ferrari overtook the Porsche, the Feffari was travelling at very high

speed and maintained that speed as it approached the checkpoint. lt is more likely than

not that had the Lexcen not been on the highway, and by virtue of its absence not been

a distraction to the Ferrari team, the checkpoint wauld have been sighted by the driver and
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navigator of the Ferrari at a far earlier point in time. ,An earlier sighting of the checkpoint

would have in all probability resulted in a reduction of the speed of the Ferrari as it
approached the checkpoint.

"i,

(g The presence af the Lexcen elearly contributed to the Ferrari's entry into the lay-by

at a sharp angle and at what transpired to be critieal sgeed. pnce Mr Kabe became aware

of the ubcoming checkpoint approximatety at the time he manoeuvred to the right of the

Lexcen, presumably to overtake that vehicle, it is ctegr that he then applied the brakes and

swerved to the left with a view to entering the lay-by. The reasan for Mr Kabe

undertaking that manoeavre is obvious: he didttot"wish to over run the checkpoint. The

fact that it might have been better for Mr Kabe not to attempt to enter the lay-by at that

point. and continue with the apparent overtaking manoeuvre with the almost certain result

that he would overshoot the control point, is immaterial. As Counsel Assisting the Coroner

put it: "An immediate and almost instinctive response, with little or.no margin for eror
was called from Mr Kabe...... these decisions are largely.instinctive and taken in split

seconds. The immediate impressrbn is everything.' What should also be taken inta

account is that Mr Kabe was pafticipating in a competitive section of the Cannonbatl Run

and the missing of a control point was visited with loss of points. ln the circumstances

the manoeuvre undertaken by Mr Kabe was not altogether surprising, atthough clearly

fraught with danger.

It willbe recalled that Mr Moffat was of the view that Mr Kabe may have veered left back

into the lay-by, rather than allowing the Fetari to continue on its path across the highway,

because he could not see past the Lexcen onto the other side of the highway, and

therefore did not know whether there was any oncoming traffic. This_e::viden^c_e._sugggg!t*-

that the presence of the Lexcen may have had even greater significance in that it was a!

c?!p!!l?tins fag! p_{e*}9!!!9!!93pe!9pJ!qle_?c!!o!

to regaiqsggglg!4F fgltglt... Despite the temptation to draw such a canclusion, the

evidence given by Mr Moffat remains speculative, and in the absence of any supporting

evidence, I am unable to determine what went through Mr Kabe's mind at the critical

moment. Therefore, I am unable to conclude that the presence of the Lexcen was a

complicating factor influencing Mr Kabe's driving reactions after the attempted entry into

the laY-by.

't
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One way of determining the significance af the presence of the Lexcen to the accident is

to remove the Lexcen from the matrix of circumstances that surrounded the accident, and

ask whether the particular accident would on the.balance of probabilities have still

oecurred. lt is most likely that had the Lexcen not ben tavelling in front of the Ferrari

over the distance leading to the shutdown zone and the checkpoint the particular accident

which did occ,ur would not have occurred. The Ferari's ittempted entry into the tay'by

at a sharp angle and at critieal speed, which was influenced by the presence of the

Lexcen, was the first stage in a series of driving manoewres an the part of Mr Kabe which

constituted driver error with fatal consequences. Without the presence of the Lexcen it

is highty unlikely that the Feffari would have attemp'ted'to enter the lay-by in the critical

manoeuvre which set in train a serrbs of driving manoeuvres which resulted in the four

fatalities. tt is an inescapable conclusion that the presence of the Lexcen at the precise

time and place during the running of the special section of the Cannonbatl Run from Alice'**--.--*--
Springs to Stuart Well was a significant contrihutory factor in the accident.

At pages 1 185 and 1 186 of the Transcript Mr Riley attempted to explain how the

particular accident would have still occurred if the Lexcen were removed from the

"qurion. 
I did not find the explanation convincing.'u,'"r'

The lack of aooroariate warnino sions prior to the checkaaint.

The evidence was that there was a white sign, located ahout 4O metres prior to the !ay-by,

and that there were flags fitted into traffic cones (witches'hatsl teading to the checkpoint

on the laV-by. There was also a flag marshal (Mr Kimber) at the shutdown zone.

As to the sign Exhibit 651 prior to the lay-by, Senior Cons.table Potts gave the following

evidence:

'Jusf prior to departure, I did two things, one was to collect that particular sign

(MFl 1g from that appropriate location, and that there was also a witches hat with

a yellow flag in it, and I needed that to show the Caroner iust what sort of flags

were being used. Those two were more or /ess in the same area at the time, and

I cottected both of them, put them back in the traffic car and I brought them back

to the police statian. ' '
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"The sign should stand out sufficiently or maybe a different colour to the other

flags...you could complete the run with the signage that was there, but if you were

doing it again, t think. better signage would_pe more appropriate than the signage

that was there. I don't think the signage wbs a real influence in this incident but

it could have helped the situatian a lifle bit more.

Mr Kahlbetzer discerned the fallowing difficulties

'Difficult to see marshals. I mean sometimesin'n'"nuraown zones were'nt ctearly

marked and....because you had marshals oft sdme cornerc etc...unless you knew

where your shutdown zone was anyway, you wouldn't necessarily know that that

marshal there was signifying that it was a shutdown zone that you were coming

up to. "

Finalty, Mr Kahtbetzer offered the following opinion in relation to the slowing down of the

Ferrari at the 87.3 kilometre mark:

'Qbviously the Japanese were lost, didn't know where they were. So if there was

a clear sign on the side of the road saying 'shut down zone here', then that would

have taken any potential confusion out of having a marshal with a flag, of which

those were a number in the section.'

Mr Kahlbetzer was a competitor in the event and his evidence was not only reliable, in my

opinion, but extremely valuable in drawing attention to the inadequacy of the measures

taken to warn of the checkpoint at Stuart Wetl.

ln my opinian the route instructions, whilst they may have given some indication of the

checkpoint, ctearly could not by themselves be an adequate warning of the control point.

Route instructions are nrimarilv a reference for the ndvioator. not the driver.

The driver relies upon his navigator to tell him where theY are and what features are

coming up. tt is hard to imagine a competitar solely relying on information conveyed to

him bv his navigatoL and not himself keeping a lookout for control points. A sign on the
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road warning of the control point would clearty assrs/ the driver. The adequacy of the
route instructions will be addressed in the next section of these findings.

:.,

Like the sign located priar to the lay-by the tnffic cones fitted with ftags merely indicated
the lay-by. They were clearly an insufficient warning of the shutdown zane and control
point.

ln my opinion, the sign at the commencement of the tay-by, the presence of traffic cones

fitted with flags, the presence of Mr Kimber as flag marshal and the route instructions

taken as a whole did not represent a substitute for ddeguate signage, and therefore f,aited

to provide adequpte warning of the checkpoint.

This seems to be an opinion shared by others. The Cams'Stewards report (Exhibit 36)

noted the total lack of warning srgns for a conarol point. Page 12 of the Report noted:

'{. 'On Thursday new signs had appeared warning of end of section control ahead,
i

plus Council "Prepare to Stop' and 'Slow' sgns weltbefore the control. Stitl not
as effective as the international signs but far superior to previous days.'

Mr lan Jorden, the chief officiat in the cannonball Run, noted in his sta#rrnerr rc the
Coroner that in hindsight more warning srgns should have been placed before checkpoints'.

Mr Kiernan had atso identified possibte problems witlt signage and made various

recammendatians as fo improved signage for the event.

Mr Kiernan gave the following evidence at page 361 o.f the Transcript:

'...You could've had a sign saying 'checkpoint' at the taper and you could then

have had your sl'tutdown white sign at an appropriate distance further north,

foltowed by a - the action the marshals were - the warning thatit was coming up.'

At Page 372 of the transcript Mr Kiernan gave the foltowing evidence:

'l think I- we would have ta identify that this was the Cannonbalt Run on any sign

-i
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